
Program 1 

VIP Lycian Way Horse Riding Program  

On Lycian way 5 days with Horse Riding + 2 days resting 

1: Ovacik & Kirme & Faralya & Kabak /  

2: Kabak & Alinca & Gey /  

3: Gey & Bel & Gavuragili /  

4: Gavuragili & Pidnea & Letoon & Xanthos & Patara  

5: Patara & Yali bay & Firnaz bay & Aquaduct Patara 

Hotel room  Breakfast Lunch dinner 

Transfer from Dalaman airport to patara to Dalaman 

Price Per person : 1270 € 

Minimum Person :2 

Antalya airport extra  : 60 € 

 

1.Day   :Transfer from your chosen airport to Ovacik where we stay in your hotel.  

 

2.Day   :We will start in Ovacik and ride to Kabak. We will ride from  from Ovacik to Kirme, 

arriving in time for lunch.  The terain involves some mountainous terrain and some level 

riding.  During the ride  you have a birds eye view of Ölüdeniz and the paragliders.  We will 

stop en route for half an hour to enjoy the views and have refreshment.  Then we will 

continue the ride to Kirme, when we reach Kirme we will stop for lunch and feed and rest 

the horses. From Kirme we make our way downhill towards Faralya. In Faralya we have the 

beautiful butterfly valley. We will stop here for half an hour to rest the horses and have 

refreshment. Then we will continue to Kabak. As we make our way down hill you will see a 

nice view of Kabak beach and on a clear day you can see the island of Rodos . In the early 

evening you can enjoy the sunset and if you wish, you can swim in the sea. We will stay 

overnight in Kabak village.We will depart from Ovacik around 09.00 and arrive in Kabak 

around 18.00  

 

3.Day   :We will ride  from Kabak to Gey, via Alinca. The path from Kabak to Alinca climbs 

from 100m to 850m above sea level. Parts of this pathway are very narrow and it will be 

necessary to walk a short part of this route with the horses. The route passes through green 

mountains and pine valleys. We will stop for refreshment enroute to Alinca. From the rest 

point you will have wonderful views of the Kabak valley and the Mediterranean. 

We will continue riding to Alinca. When we reach Alinca we will have our lunch, feed and 

rest the horses  and from here you will have a fantastic view of Alinca bay. After lunch we 

will continue to Gey, again stopping en route to admire views and have some refreshment. 

The route is mainly level, with a climb at the end up towards the village of Gey.  Gey is a 

typical Turkish village resting in the hills  When we reach Gey you will have a view of 

Yediburunler. We wils stay overnight here.  

We will depart from Kabak around 09.00 and arrive in Gey at around 18.00 

 



4.Day   :We will ride from Gey to Gavuragili, via Bel. The route passes through some stunning 

scenery. En route to Bel we will stop for refreshment  and a chance to admire the beautiful 

scenery and views, arriving in Bel in time for lunch. Here we will feed and rest the horses and 

have our lunch. After lunch we continue riding down towards Gavuragli. En route you will 

have amazing views of  Xanthos, Letoon and 18km long Patara beach,a truly unforgettable 

view. We will stop enroute for refreshment.  After refreshment we will continue riding to 

Gavuragili , where we will stay the night. 

We will depart from Gey around 09.00 and arrive in Gavuragili around 18.00 

5.Day   :We will ride from Gavuragli to Patara via Pidnae, Letoon and Xanthos. It is a level 
ride to Pidnae, then we continue riding to Letoon. Here we will stop for refreshment and you 
will have opportunity to have a look at the archaeological ruins at Letoon. From Letoon we 
will continue by Esen river to Xanthos, where we will have lunch, feed and rest the horses. 
Whilst we prepare your lunch you will have opportunity to visit the archaeological site of 
Xanthos. After lunch we will continue to Patara. 
We will depart from Gavuragili around 09.00 and arrive in Patara around 18.00 
 
6.Day   :On this day we will take you to the Patara ruins and the beach of Patara you can see 
Lycian parliament building , and oldest and original Lighthouse in Patara and much more 
before relaxing for the afternoon on our beautiful Patara beach.Later we will take you to the 
sand dunes (with a bottle of wine) to watch the sunset over Patara beach.We stay in Patara 
for this night.  

7.Day   :We will ride from Patara along the Lycian Way coastline to Firnaz bay. On the way to 
Firnaz you can see Yali bay, Gerenlik, also you can see Snake Island,Mouse Island and the 
Greek island of Meis  When we reach Yali bay, we will stop for refreshment. Then we 
continue to Firnaz bay.When we reach Firnaz bay we can enjoy a Barbeque.After lunch we 
can see the Lycian Aquaduct and follow the Lycian Aquaduct way back to Patara.From the 
hillside you will have views of the Toros mountains,Patara Beach,Letoon,Xanthos and the 
Esen river. This night we will also stay in Patara.  
We will depart from Patara around 09.00 and arrive in Patara around 18.00 

 

 


